
Zachary Ying and the
Dragon Emperor
by Xiran Jay Zhao
JF Zhao
When he discovers he was born to
host the spirit of the First Emperor of
China for an important mission,
Zachary must seal the leaking portal
to the Chinese underworld while
trying to save his mother's soul.

Juvenile Graphic Novels
Cat's Cradle: The
Golden Twine
by Jo-Anne Rioux
JGN Cat's
Dreaming of taming monsters,
orphan Suri finds her cleverness and
ambition serving her well when a
mysterious new wagon holding
something monstrous joins her
merchant camp.

Nell of Gumbling
by Emma Steinkellner
JGN Nell
While having the world's worst
apprenticeship, aspiring artist Nell—
who lives in a magical town—is
immersed in friend drama,
adventure, and mystery when weird
strangers arrive.

Sorceline
by Sylvia Douyé
JGN Sorceline
Sorceline, a student at Professor
Archibald Balzar's prestigious school
of cryptozoology, clashes with her
fellow students until one of her
rivals disappears and Sorceline joins
in the quest to find her.
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Mapmaker
by Lisa Moore Ramée
JF Ramee
Walt's magical ability to bring maps
to life puts him, his twin sister, and a
new friend in danger when an
enchanted heirloom strands them in
the fantastical world of Djaruba and
they discover a malevolent rival to
the kingdom.

Dragonboy
by Megan Reyes
JF Reyes
Bound by the threads of fate, Blue,
River, Wren, and Shenli leave behind
the lives and homes they know to
unravel the lies they've been taught
to believe in order to restore the
balance between humans, dragons,
and magic.

The Edge of In Between
by Lorelei Savaryn
JF Savaryn
Living in a city where life exists in
brilliant technicolor and nearly
everyone has magic, Lottie loses
the color in her life after the death of
her parents.

Greenwild
by Pari Thomson
JF Thomson
On the run after her mother
disappears, 11-year-old Daisy
Thistledown steps through a
mysterious hidden doorway and
enters the realm of Greenwild,
where she must uncover the truth
about who she really is to save this
land of magic and amazing natural
wonders from being destroyed.

Children

Fantasy

Hidden worlds, magical creatures, and
epic battles of good vs. evil
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Juvenile Fiction
Freddie vs. the
Family Curse
by Tracy Badua
JF Badua
When he discovers a century-old
amulet from the Philippines that's
supposed to bring good luck,
Freddie couldn't be more wrong and
has 13 days to break a curse or meet
an untimely demise.

The Raven Heir
by Stephanie Burgis
JF Burgis
Cordelia, a young shapeshifter who
has always lived in an enchanted
forest with her siblings and mother,
must now use her powers to
discover the truth about who the
Raven Heir really is.

The Marvellers
by Dhonielle Clayton
JF Clayton
The first Conjuror to attend the
Arcanum Training Institute, 11-year-
old Ella must prove her innocence,
with the help of a new friend, when
a dangerous criminal escapes and
her mentor disappears.

Which Way to Anywhere
by Cressida Cowell
JF Cowell
Gifted with the ability to draw maps
of worlds that are beyond
imagining, K2 O'Hero, sworn to keep
his family's Magical history a secret,
must use his gift to find a crossing
point into one of those worlds when
his baby sister is kidnapped.

The Thirteenth Fairy
by Melissa de la Cruz
JF De la Cruz
A bullied teen is summoned by a
character from her favorite books
into a magical world that is being
threatened by an evil queen.

The Book of
Stolen Dreams
by David Farr
JF Farr
When their librarian father enlists
their help to steal a forbidden book,
siblings Rachel and Robert are drawn
into a world of darkness where they
must stop the book from falling into
the hands of a tyrannical ruler.

The School Between
Winter and Fairyland
by Heather Fawcett
JF Fawcett
A beastkeeper at the enchanting
Inglenook School, 12-year-old
Autumn Malog forms a special bond
with Cal Morgan—the Chosen One—
who agrees to help find her missing
twin brother and uncover the dark
truth at the heart of the school.

The Accidental Apprentice
by Amanda Foody
JF Foody
Accidentally breaking a sacred
community rule about never
entering a magically haunted
wood, an apprentice mushroom
farmer is run out of town by an
angry mob when he becomes
inadvertently bonded to a not-so-
vicious magical beast.

The Prince of Nowhere
by Rochelle Hassan
JF Hassan
In a small town surrounded by a
mist that keeps the monsters out,
Roda receives letters from her secret
pen pal, Anonymous, who leads her
on a dangerous journey.

Ravenfall
by Kalyn Josephson
JF Josephson
Able to foresee death while working
at her family's magical Ravenfall Inn,
13-year-old Annabella Ballinkay
helps Colin Pierce search for the
supernatural creature who killed his
parents—a hunt that could spell
destruction for their world as they
know it.

Cameron Battle and the
Hidden Kingdoms
by Jamar J. Perry
JF Perry
When Cameron opens the barrier
between their world and Chidani,
a fabled West African country
protecting its people from the slave
trade centuries ago, he learns that
he is the only one who can save it
from danger.

The Sheep, the Rooster,
and the Duck
by Matt Phelan
JF Phelan
Ten-year-old Emile finds himself in
the middle of the secret
headquarters for France's
undercover superheroes where he
helps them save both Benjamin
Franklin and the world.
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